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In [Yj A. Fattahi defined B-groups to be finite groups in which every 
subgroup is either normal or abnormal. He classified non-nilpotent 
G as being the semidirect product of K by P where: 
(a) K = G’ is abelian; 
(b) P E Syl,(G) is cyclic, where p is the smallest prime divisor of / G 1; 
(c) Z(G) = Core,(P) is the unique maximal subgroup of B; 
(d) If P = (x), then x induces a fixed-point-free a~tomorphism on K. 
Eience, B-groups are essentially extensions of abelian groups by cyclic 
p-groups with a rather restricted action. 
In this paper, we consider groups all of whose subgroups are either 
subnormal or abnormal. We dually work within the context of formation 
theory. The authors would like to thank A. Fattahi for the advance copy 
of his B-groups’ paper. 
A finite group is called an S-group if every subgroup is either subnormal 
or abnormal. It is easy to show that subgroups and homomorphic images 
of S-groups are S-groups. It follows from this that all S-groups are solvable. 
The following characterization is fairly similar to that of A. Fattahi, and 
the proof will be omitted here. 
THEOREM I. Let G be a non-nilpotent S-group. Then, G can be zuuritteaz 
as the semidirect product of K by P where: 
(a) K is nilpotent; 
(b) P E S&(G) is cyclic and self-normalizing; 
(c) Z(G) is the unique maximal subgroup of P. 
Conversely, any $nite group satisfying the aboz;e conditions is a~ S-group. 
Hence, S-groups are certain extensions of nilpotent groups by cyclic 
p-groups. Since the class of nilpotent groups is a standard example of a 
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saturated formation, a natural question arises as how to change the definition 
of an S-group in order to embody the theory of saturated formations. As in 
[2], let 9 be a saturated formation of solvable groups with full, integrated 
local definitions f(p) # @ for all primes p. If M is a maximal subgroup of 
G (not necessarily solvable), then M is g-normal if M/Core,(M) of for 
all primes p 1 / G: M I. M is called F-abnormal if it is not F-normal. 
DEFINITION. A proper subgroup H of G is said to be F-subnormal, 
written H +-Q G, if there exists a maximal chain from H to G every link 
of which is F-normal. H is said to be S-subabnormal, written H >a, G, 
if every link of every maximal chain between H and G is F-abnormal 
as defined above. 
DEFINITION. A finite group G will be called an E,--group if every proper 
subgroup H of G is either P-subnormal or 9-subabnormal. 
The following facts are easy to show: 
(I) If H >a,- G and H 5 K 5 G, then H ~9 K and K >a& G. 
(II) If H >a,- G, then No(H) = H. 
(III) If H is subnormal in G and G is solvable, then H ~~4 G. 
All groups considered in this paper will be finite. 
EXAMPLE. Let @= JV = {nilpotent groups}. Then we may take f(p) = 
{p-groups} for all primes p to give us full, integrated local definitions. It 
is easy to check that any finite group G is an EM-group if and only if G 3 JV 
or G is a non-nilpotent S-group as in Theorem 1 above. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an E,--group where 9 is a saturated formation as 
above which is also closed under normal subgroups. Let 1 # M 9 G and 
T be a maximal subgroup of M. The-n, T is S-normal in M. 
Proof. Either T <1,-d G or T >a,- G. If T >a9 G, then M xF G by 
fact (I) above. But this contradicts fact (II) since M 9 G. Thus, T cls~ G 
and there exists a maximal chain T = T,, < *.. < T, = G such that 
Tj is F-normal in Tj,, . Set Mj = M n Tj for all j. Since T is a maximal 
subgroup of M, T = Mi and M = Mi+, for some i. Then (M n T,+JTi = 
TM since T, is a maximal subgroup of T,+l and M + Ti . Set K = 
CorerI+l( T.J and L = Core,V(T). Let p denote any prime divisor of 
jM:Tl =~Ti+,:Ti~.NowKnM<T,~M=T,andthusKnM< 
Core,(T) = L. By the choice of Ti , TJK of where f(p) is also closed 
under normal subgroups [I, Section 31. Since TK 4 Ti , TK/K E f (p) 
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and therefore T/(K IT IU) of by isomorphism. Hence, a/L EJ($) since 
f(p) is a homomorph, and T is %-normal in n/l. Q.E.D. 
CoRoLLmY, If M is solvable in tlze above theorem, then ME F. 
ProoJ Follows immediately from the above and the corollary to Theorem 
2.5 in [Zj. 
Our main thrust for the remainder of this paper wL?l be io study IT*-groups 
where P = {solvable p-nilpotent groups) for some fixed prime p > 2. 
In this case, we can take f(p) = {p-groups) and f(q) = 9 for q # p to 
obtain full, integrated local definitions. Until stated differently, assume we 
have the above situation. Let G9 denote the s-residual of a finite group G 
and define S”-projectors (i.e., F-covering subgroups) of G as in [4]. It 
will turn out that if G is an EF-group, g-projectors of G almost always 
exist. Our main result is: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a$nite Eg-group, where .F = (solvable ~-~~l~ote~t 
gnmps) for some p > 2. Assume that G is not p-lzikpotent and G f G.F I 
Let F be an F-pqkctor Of G. Then G is the Semidiirect pfGda6ct of G,- by P 
and has a u-nique maximal, normal subgroup M where: 
(1) G& is a p-group; 
(2) P is a cydic Y-g~oup~ 40~ some prime Y # p; 
(3) M is nilpotent. 
Conversely, if G satisjies the above conditions, then G is an EF-groq wF,ich 
is not p-nilpotent. 
The similarities between this result and Theorem 1 are obvious. 
LEMMA I. Let G be a jinite group. Suppose every maximal subgroasp of 
G is s-normal in G where 9 = {solvable p-nilpotent grotips) for some p > 2. 
Then, G is p-nilpotent. 
ProoJ Suppose not and let G be a minimal counter-example. Then 
we can assume &at p I/ G 1 and G is not a p-group. Ii G were simple, then 
every maximal subgroup of G would be p-nilpotent. But this implies that 
G is not simple by a theorem of Ito, and we have a contradiction. Hence 
we can assume G is not simple. By the minima&y of 1 G j, there esists a 
unique minimal normal subgroup N of G and G/N is p-nilpotent. Since G 
is not p-nilpotent, p 1 / N /. Let P E Syl,(N). 
Assume first of all that N is not a p-group. Now i(P) 4 AT,(P) where 
J(P) denotes the Thompson subgroup. Hence NG(P) < NJJP)). Similarly 
N,(P) < N,(Z(P)). Since N is not a p-group, E,&/(P)) 5 G and 
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N,@?(P)) 5 G by the uniqueness of N. Let M be a maximal subgroup 
of G such that No( J(P)) < M. Then M is s-normal in G and hence 
M/Core,(M) is p-nilpotent. By the Frattini argument, G = N. N,(P) = 
NM and hence N $ M. Thus Core,(M) = 1 by the uniqueness of N, 
and M is p-nilpotent. This implies that N,(J(P)) n N = N,(J(P)) is 
p-nilpotent. Similarly, N,&?(P)) is p-nilpotent and hence C,(Z(P)) is 
p-nilpotent. By Thompson’s theorem, N is p-nilpotent and thus N is a 
$-group, since N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. But this 
contradicts the fact that p 1 1 N I. 
Hence we can assume that N is a p-group. If N < v(G), then G/y(G) 
is p-nilpotent and thus G is p-nilpotent, a contradiction. Therefore, we can 
assume N 4 v(G). Let M be a maximal subgroup of G such that N 4 M. 
Since N is a minimal normal subgroup of G and N is a p-group, N is ele- 
mentary abelian. Thus G = NM and N n M = 1. Also Core,(M) = 1 by 
the uniqueness of N. By hypothesis, M/Core,(M) = M of = (p-groups}. 
Thus M is a p-group and hence G is a p-group, which is a final contradiction. 
Therefore, minimal counter-examples do not exist and the lemma is proven. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a j%ite E,--group, where 9 = (solvable p-nilpotent 
groups> fog some p > 2. Assume that G is not p-nilpotent and G # G* . 
Then, G9 is a p-group, G/G,- is a $-group, and G is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose not and let G be a minimal counter-example. By 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 above, every proper normal subgroup of G is 
p-nilpotent. G is not simple since 1 # GF $ G. Since G is not p-nilpotent, 
there exists a unique maximal normal subgroup M of G and M is p-nilpotent. 
Also G/M is not a p-group since G is not p-nilpotent. Since G/G, is p- 
nilpotent and M is the unique maximal normal subgroup of G, G/G,- must 
be ap’-group. Now GP < M and thus G9 isp-nilpotent. 
Let R be the normal p-complement of GF . If R = 1, then G,- is a 
p-group. Also G/G,- E 9 and hence is solvable, thus implying G is solvable. 
This contradicts the choice of G. So we can assume 1 # R 4 G. Also 
G/R is not p-nilpotent since G is not p-nilpotent and R is a PI-group. By 
the minimality of 1 G I, G,-/R is a p-group and G/R is solvable. By Schur- 
Zassenhaus, there exists a subgroup F of G such that G = G,F and 
G9 n F = R. Now F 5 G since G is not p-nilpotent and therefore not a 
p/-group. So either F + (1 G or F >a, G. If F ~,-q G, then F is sub- 
normal in G since j G: F j is a power of p and f(p) = (p-groups). But 
this implies F Q G since FE Hall,(G) and thus G9 < F, a contradiction. 
Hence F >a,- G. 
Assume first of all that R < y(F). Th en, there exists a maximal subgroup T 
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of F such that R 4 T. Thus F = RT. Now F is a p’-group and so is p- 
nilpotent. Thus T is F-normal in F and hence T +U G by fact (I). 
Therefore there exists a maximal chain T = T,, < I.. < T, = G such 
that Ti is F-normal in Ti+, for all i. Set B = Tndl which is a maximal 
subgroup of G. If R < B, then F = RT < B and B >a9 G by fact (I), 
a contradiction. Thus R 4 B and G = RB. Now / G: F 1 is a power of p 
and 1 6: B / is a PI-number. Hence G = BF and n F = T since T is a 
maximal subgroup of F. i\sow T 4, Q B by choice. But 1 B: T j 
of p, and hence T is subnormal in B. This implies that T 
T E Hall,~(B). ThusB is p-nilpotent by definition and hence G/R z 
-nil.potent. But this implies G is p-nilpotent, a con 
ence we can assume R & v(F). Thus R is nilpoten 
P E Syl,(G,-) and thus P E Syl,(G). Now GP = 
y the Frattini argument, G = GF . N,(P) = R . IV, 
If NG(P) # 6, then R $ v(F) w K is a contradiction. Thus P d h’ h 
G> < P since G/P is solvable p-nilpotent. This implies that GP is a p-group 
and we have a final contradiction, thus proving the theorem. Q.E.D. 
emark. Assuming the hypotheses of Theorem 3, by Schur and 
Zassenhaus there exists a subgroup F of G such that G = GPF and 
GF n F = 1. Clearly F is a p’-group and hence p-nilpotent. 
COROLLARY. F is an F-projector of G. 
roof Let N 4 G where possibly N = I. Suppose FN/iV < H/N < 
G/N and PrjN is p-nilpotent. To show that FEF-proj(G) it suffices to 
show that 3N = N. If H = 6, then G/N E F and thus GF < N implying 
that FN = G = N. Hence we can assume that F < H 5 6. nTow FN/N is a 
$-group and 1 H/N: FN/N 1 is a power of p. Thus FN/N E- Kall,( 
and so FN/N u 23/N since H/N is p-nilpotent. But F Mu G as in the 
theorem above, and hence FN >a 9 G by fact (I). This implies that ArG(FN) =T 
FN by fact (II) and therefore H = FN. 
roof o$ Theorem A. By Theorem 3 and its corollary, G is solvable and 
the semidirect product of GF by F. Also by the proof of Theorem If, 
G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M and M is p-nilpotent. And 
we know that G,- is a p-group while F is a PI-group. We next claim that 
F is an r-group for some prime Y # p. Suppose not and let G be a minimal 
counter-example. Let L be a minimal normal subgrou of P such that 
L <F n M. Then LG, 9 G and hence LGF < M. 
L.G,- is p-nilpotent and therefore L u 6. In fact, L is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G since L is minimal normal in F. Now G/L is an E.F-group 
satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem, and F/L E .F-proj(GIL). By 
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minimality of j G 1, F/L is an T-group. Also, L is an elementary abelian 
q-group for some prime q # p. By the choice of G, q # Y. 
Let R E Syl,(F) and thus R E Syl,(G). Either R a3,-d G or R >a, G. 
But R 5 F where F is p-nilpotent, and hence R <3,- 4 F. This implies 
that R +-d G by fact (I) above. So there exists a maximal chain R = 
Ro < ... < R, = G such that Ri is s-normal in R,+l. Let H = R,-, 
which is a maximal subgroup of G. IfL 4 H, then G = LH withL n H = 1. 
Thus IG:Hj =[Lj and hence /HI =lRlIG,I. But R+dHby 
choice and thus R is subnormal in H since I H: R j is a power of p. This 
implies that R <I H, as R E Syl,(H), and hence H = R x G9 is 
nilpotent. But then G/L is nilpotent by isomorphism and GF <L, a 
contradiction. 
Thus we can assume that L < H. Then RL = F < H and H >a,- G 
by fact (I), a contradiction to the choice of H. Therefore, minimal counter- 
examples do not exist and F is an r-group. Let Tl , T, be maximal subgroups 
ofF. Then Tl , T2 are both normal inF since F is nilpotent. Hence T,G, 9 G 
and so T,G, < 44 for i = 1, 2. This implies that T,G,- is p-nilpotent 
and Ti Q G. Therefore Tl , T, < M n F and hence Tl = M n F = T2 . 
Thus F has a unique maximal subgroup and must be cyclic. Clearly M is 
nilpotent, and this completes the proof in one direction. 
Conversely, suppose we have a group G written as the semidirect product 
of GF by F, where F E F-proj(G) and G,- is the F-residual of G. Assume 
that G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M and that properties (l), 
(2), (3) are satisfied. As in [2] F >a, G and so No(F) = F. Clearly G is 
solvable but not p-nilpotent. Let 1 # H 4 G. We want to show that either 
Hc.+qGorH>a,G. 
Write H = P,,RO where PO E Syl,(H) and RO E Syl,(H). Then P,, < G9 
since GF is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G. Hence PO is subnormal in 
Gs and thus subnormal in G. If / R, I = I F j, then R, is conjugate to F 
by Sylow’s Theorem and R,, xP G. This implies that H >a, G by fact (I) 
and we are done. If R, = 1, then H = P, is subnormal in G and thus 
H dF(i G by fact (III). Th ere ore, f without loss of generality, we can 
assume that 1 # R, 5 F. Now R, 4 F sinceF is abelian, and thus RR,G, g G. 
Hence RQGF < M and R,G, is nilpotent. This implies that RO q G and 
so H = RoPo is subnormal in G. Again we have H dPa G, thus showing 
that G is an E,--group. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If we assume all groups are solvable, then the restriction p > 2 
can be eliminated in Lemma 1 and hence in Theorem A. Also in this case, 
the hypothesis G # GF is unnecessary. 
For the case F = {solvable groups of p-length <l>, the characterization 
of E,--groups (even solvable) has not been solved by the authors. In fact, 
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letting F E 8-proj(@) and GF be the F-residual of 6, it is possible for 
Fn # ? in this case. 
&4MPLE. Let g = (solvable groups with 3Jength <Ii- Then we may 
take f(2) = (2, 2’-groups) and f(q) = g for q # 2, as our full, integrated 
local definitions. Let T denote the semidirect product of Z, (cyclic group 
of order 3) by Z, with the obvious action. Let N be the kernel of this action. 
‘IFhen W < Z(T) and T/N g S, , the symmetric group on 3 Betters. Consider 
the map T-++ T/N -+ Aut(Q*) = s, where 0, is the quaternion group 
of order 8. Let e denote the semidirect product of Qs by IF, using the above 
map as the desired action Let C = Z(Qs) = &js). Thus, both N, C < Z(e) 
and we can identify the two subgroups. 
Let G denote the generalized semidirect product of by T with the 
above identification. Let D be the subgroup of 6: w 
with IV and C. Thus it is easy to see that G,- = 
Also D < Z(G), D < y(G), and D < T(T). This makes it easy to check 
&&at all proper subgroups of G are either F-s&abnormal or S-subnormal. 
in G. (In fact, all subgroups are S-subnormal except T and its conjugates). 
Thus, G is a solvable E,--group but GP Pi T = ki f 4. 
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